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Biography – Yasmin Namavar
After growing up and receiving her secondary school education in Uithoorn, Yasmin

(born 1983) went to study in Amsterdam. Somehow it was fortunate that because of

the lottery system, she was not immediately admitted to the Medicine studies. Instead,

Yasmin studied Biomedical Sciences for one year, with the first course being on

genetics, a subject that proved to be an essential red thread for her academic career,

unwinding in this thesis. Ever since the first days at university (and already before

that, in secondary school) , Rob was present at Yasmin’s side (himself being a hard-core

ecologist, they still shared their first courses in Biology) . At the same time, new people

appeared in her close surroundings and some would stick around tightly throughout the

wild period of undergraduate studies and the more serious times of Masters and

graduate studies.

The second year at university however, Yasmin was accepted for the medicine

studies and she would be distracted by pathological phenomena and a wide array of

syndromes and palindromes for the next three-and-a-half years, before she would be

back in the lab and discover her fascination for running gels and analysing blots.

During her five months internship at the lab with Professor Shaw’s group in Sheffield,

she met her future collaborator and companion in discovering the inner workings of

Tsen54, Paul Kasher.

At the end of the theoretical part of her Medicine studies, marked with an MSc

degree, Yasmin received the AMC PhD scholarship for excellent students, which was

followed in a year by the second publication award of the AMC. In addition to these

distinctions she was awarded with the best oral presentation prize at a national genetics

conference in 2011, for her presentation: The role of the tRNA splicing endonuclease in

Pontocerebellar Hypoplasia. It seems strange to characterise a colourful person like

Yasmin by listing the prizes she received in her field of study. Still stranger may be to

emphasise those achievements without highlighting something from her list of

publications. But space is limited (and one could argue that the publications have

received enough space and emphasis in the remainder of this book) and I think that the

awards and distinctions shortly described here, can illustrate Yasmin’s everlasting

ambition and endurance in trying to get to the bottom of the problem she is studying.

Yasmin has shown that through hard, intelligent work, in combination with a

passionately intense focus, it was possible to solve a part of the complex puzzle that

forms the human brain.

The academic achievement stands by itself, but in a biography, let the author be

allowed some final points of personal observation: Courage, intelligence and humor,

these nouns hardly cover a glimpse of her personality, but as adjectives they could be

considered the themes or volumes in a more extended biography.

By Anieke van Leeuwen




